Acoustic Collection

LIGHTING NEVER SOUNDED SO GOOD
Four New Fixtures in LightArt’s Acoustic Collection

Echo One
51” and 63” Dia

Acoustic Wing
54”W x 96”L x 4”H

XS
17” Dia
10” H

S
22” Dia
12” H

M
27” Dia
15” H

L
34” Dia
19” H

XL
42” Dia
23” H
The Acoustic Shade
Echo One and Echo Gradient
The Acoustic Trellis
THE ACOUSTIC COLLECTION INCLUDES

ACOUSTIC RINGS

ACOUSTIC DRUMS

ACOUSTIC BOXES

ECHO AND STATIC

STOCK COLORS

Sola Felt utilizes 3form’s PET technology, incorporating 50% post-consumer recycled content. The material is designed to be environmentally sound, durable, and acoustically impactful.

LIGHTING

Solid State LED
120v–277v input
0–10v dimming

HARDWARE

White power cord to canopy
3/8"stainless steel cables to ceiling
Adjustable 12”–96” suspension
White canopy and dress plate mounts to standard junction box (provided by others)

STANDARDS

6-8 week lead time
5 year limited warranty
UL compliant components

MORE INFO

Please visit lightart.com for detailed specification sheets, acoustic performance, and 3D files.

(206) 524-2223
info@lightart.com
www.lightart.com
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